Chapter 4

Conclusion and Recommendation

This chapter is about the summary of the activities during the internship program in \textit{PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika} and the recommendation for \textit{PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika} and English Diploma Department as the organizer of internship program as input and suggestion from the internship activities that had been conducted by the writer.

Conclusion

The writer conducted the internship in \textit{PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika} as a translator from February 1st 2017 to March 1st 2017. The main activities that the writer did during the internship program in \textit{PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika} were translating the articles from English to Indonesian to support the web content of Hartono Mall. There are 45 articles that the writer translated during the internship program in \textit{PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika}. The writer used Nababan’s theory of translation as the guidance in the translation process which included analyzing source language, transferring, restructuring, and uploading. The writer decided to add revision in the process of translation. It helped the writer to improve the writer’s skill.

During the internship, the writer had some difficulties to translate the articles. There are some difficult words and sentences that the writer could not understand. But the writer could translate the difficult words and sentences by searching the meaning in online dictionary and searching for some references in the Internet. It helped the writer to understand easily the meaning of the difficult words.

The internship program that the writer did was successful even though there were some obstacles during the process of the internship activities. The writer used English skills especially translation and writing skills for doing the internship activities.
Recommendation

1. For English Diploma Program

   English Diploma Program needs to give some information in choosing the place that can be appropriate for the internship will be conducted, so that the students do not have a lot of time to looking for the internship place and have more time to prepare the internship well.

2. For PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika

   *PT. Rekaprima Sapta Komunika* should provide a separate room for the students who do the internship activities so that the students will be more focused when doing the job and not get disturbed by the worker.

3. For Students of English Diploma Program

   The students should look for the internship place which is suitable with their skills so that when they are doing the internship, they will adapting quickly with the working world.